In an increasing number of applications (e.g., in embedded, real-time, or mobile systems) it is important or even essential to ensure conformance with respect to a specification expressing the use of some resource, such as execution time, energy, or user-defined resources. In previous work we have presented a novel framework for data sizedependent, static resource usage verification (which can also be combined with run-time tests). Specifications can include both lower and upper bound resource usage functions. In order to statically check such specifications, both upper-and lower-bound resource usage functions (on input data sizes) approximating the actual resource usage of the program are automatically inferred and compared against the specification. The outcome of the static checking of assertions can express intervals for the input data sizes such that a given specification can be proved for some intervals but disproved for others. After an overview of the approach, in this paper we provide a number of novel contributions: we present a more complete formalization and we report on and provide results from an implementation within the Ciao/CiaoPP framework (which provides a general, unified platform for static and run-time verification, as well as unit testing). We also generalize the checking of assertions to allow preconditions expressing intervals within which the input data size of a program is supposed to lie (i.e., intervals for which each assertion is applicable), and we extend the class of resource usage functions that can be checked.
Introduction and Motivation
The conventional understanding of software correctness is the conformance to a functional or behavioral specification, i.e., with respect to what the program is supposed to compute or do. However, in an increasing number of applications, particularly those running on devices with limited resources, it is also important and sometimes essential to ensure conformance with respect to specifications expressing the use of some resource (such as execution time, energy, or user-defined resources). For example, in a real-time application, a program completing an action later than required is as erroneous as a program not computing the correct answer. The same applies to an embedded application in a battery-operated device (e.g., in the medical or mobile phone domains) which makes the device run out of batteries earlier than required, thus making the whole system useless.
In [13] we proposed techniques that extended the capacity of debugging and verification systems based on static analysis [4,2,11] when dealing with a quite general class of properties related to resource usage. This includes upper and lower bounds on execution time, energy, and user-defined resources (the latter in the sense of [19, 18] ). Such bounds are given as functions on input data sizes (see [19] for some metrics that can be used for data sizes, such as list-length, termdepth or term-size). For example, the techniques of [13] extended the capacities already present in CiaoPP for certifying programs with resource consumption assurances and also for checking such certificates [10, 11] , in terms of both power and efficiency. We also defined an abstract semantics for resource usage properties and described operations to compare the (approximated) intended semantics of a program (i.e., the specification, given as assertions in the program [20] ) with approximated semantics inferred by static analysis, all for the case of resources, beyond [21] . These operations include the comparison of arithmetic functions (in particular, for [13] , polynomial and exponential functions).
In traditional static checking-based verification (e.g., [4]), for each property or (part of) an assertion, the possible outcomes are true (property proved to hold), false (property proved not to hold), and unknown (the analysis cannot prove true or false). However, it is very common that cost functions have intersections, so that for a given interval of input data sizes, one of them is smaller than the other one, but for another interval it is the other way around. Consequently, a novel aspect of the resource verification and debugging approach proposed in [13] is that the answers of the checking process go beyond the three classical outcomes and typically include conditions under which the truth or falsity of the property can be proved. Such conditions can be parameterized by attributes of inputs, such as input data size or value ranges. For example, it may be possible to say that the outcome is true if the input data size is in a given range and false if it is in another one.
Consider for example the naive reverse program in Figure 1 , with the classical definition of predicate append. The assertion (see [20] for more details on the Ciao assertion language):
:-check comp nrev(A,B) + (cost(lb, steps, length(A)), cost(ub, steps, 10*length(A))).
is a resource usage specification to be checked by CiaoPP. It uses the cost/3 property for expressing a resource usage as a function on input data sizes (third argument) for a particular resource (second argument), approximated in the way expressed by the first argument (e.g., lb for lower bounds and ub for upper bounds). The assertion expresses both an upper and a lower bound for
